Please use these images in whatever way you think is appropriate to support this terms theme ‘Take it back to the playground’. I wonder if you could use them to form a hopscotch pattern in your prayer or reflection space? Maybe as you cover each proverb in worship, you can add another image to your worship space. Be creative! I hope these images will bring some colour into this terms worship.
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Take it back to the Playground
A hard working farmer has plenty to eat.

Proverbs 28:19
let other people praise you—even strangers; never do it yourself.

proverbs 27:2
Listen, my child and pay attention to what your Father and Mother teach you.

Proverbs 1:8
Be wise enough not to wear yourself out trying to get rich.

Proverbs 23:4
It is dangerous to be worried about what others think of you.

proverbs 29:25
Kind words are like honey-sweet to the taste and good for your health.

Proverbs 16:24
Be generous and
Share your food
with the poor.

proverbs 22:9
Worry can rob you of happiness, but kind words will cheer you up.

Proverbs 12:25
Without wood, a fire goes out; without gossip, quarrelling stops.

Proverbs 26:20
If you refuse good advice, you are asking for trouble; follow it and you are safe.

Proverbs 13:13
hot tempers cause arguments, but patience brings peace.

Proverbs 15:18
Ask the Lord to bless your plans, and you will be successful in carrying them out.

Proverbs 16:6